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On June 24*^ 2021, at 10:30am, the Jackson County Grand Jury met to considerthe officer-involved
shooting incident regarding Rodney Don Purslow (DOB 11/29/88). The incident under consideration

occurred on May 18*^ 2021, when one deputy fired at and struck Rodney Purslow after Rodney Purslow
had assaulted his father, left the scene, and returned with a firearm while the deputy was still at the
residence conducting the investigation into the prior assault.
The Grand Jury was asked to consider whether the involved officer's action was justified as a lawful use
of deadly physical force. Oregon law provides that a police officer may use deadly physical force against
another person when it is objectively reasonable, under the totality of circumstances known to the
peace office, to believe that the person poses an imminent threat of death or serious physical injury to
the peace officer or to a third person, and the use of deadly physical force is necessary to defend the
peace officer or a third person from the imminent threat of death or serious physical injury (2020
Special Session 2, House Bill 4301, Chapter 3, Section 8).

In deciding the case, the Grand Jury heard testimony from several witnesses to include Gordon Purslow

(Rodney Purslow's father), the Jackson County Sheriff Deputy directly involved in the shooting, the first
Jackson County Sheriff Deputy on scene after the shooting, and other officers involved in the
investigation. The Grand Jury also heard the 9-1-1 call from Gordon Purslow reporting the assault by his
son, viewed several photographs, and watched the body camera of the incident. Medford Police
Department was the lead agency on the case and was assisted by members of the Major Assault and
Death Investigation Unit (MADIU). The MADIU team was comprised of detectives from the following:
Oregon State Police, Medford Police, and Jackson County Sheriff.
Involved Officer Identified:

Deputy Travis Cote has been with the Jackson County Sheriffs Department for over three and half years.
He was hired by Jackson County Sheriff's Department in September of 2017. His current assignment is as
a patrol deputy. Prior to employment with Jackson County Sheriff's Department, Deputy Cote worked
for Pinal County Sheriffs Office in Arizona from December 1995 to December 2016. During his time in
Pinal County he served a variety of roles including SWAT member, investigations, and as a Sergeant.
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Testimony and Evidence Presented to the Grand Jury:

On May 18*^ 2021, at approximately 11:02 am, Gordon Purslow made a 9-1-1 call reporting that his
adult son, Rodney Purslow had attacked him and that Gordon Purslowthought his son was going to kill
him. Gordon Purslow indicated to 9-1-1 that he had to escape from the residence and property to get
away from his son, and that his son was still in the house with access to firearms. The 9-1-1 operator
dispatched Jackson County Sheriff Deputies to the residence on Queens Branch Road, Rogue River,
directed Gordon Purslow to wait outside for deputies to arrive, and to call 9-1-1 back if his son Rodney
Purslow left the house. At 11:24 am, Gordon Purslow again, contacted 9-1-1 to report that Rodney
Purslow had now left the Queens Branch address in a silver Jetta toward Ditch Creek Road.

At approximately 11:29 am. Deputy Cote arrived and contacted Gordon Purslow. Deputy Cote was a
wearing a bodycam during the entire incident at Queens Branch Road and the video was played for the
Grand Jury. While speaking with Gordon Purslow, Deputy Cote observed several injuries to Gordon
Purslow's face and neck, learned that Rodney Purslow may now be armed with a firearm, and that
Rodney Purslow was suicidal and threatened suicide by cop. This new information was sent out through
dispatch for other deputies to know, who were in the area looking for the vehicle. During this time,
Gordon Purslow and Deputy Cote were discussing a prior incident from a few weeks earlier where
Deputy Cote made phone contact with Gordon Purslow during another incident when Rodney Purslow
was suicidal. However, this prior incident did not involve a crime being committed so Deputy Cote never
made face to face contact with Rodney Purslow. Deputy Cote asked to see where the current assault
occurred, so Gordon Purslow went back behind the fence on the property to secure his dogs.
While Deputy Cote waited for Gordon Purslow to come back, at 11:41 am, a silver Jetta traveling south
on West Evans Creek Road turned left and came to a stop in a dirt area in front of and to the right of
where Deputy Cote was standing. Deputy Cote tells the driver to "hang tight" as the car came toward
him. Deputy Cote saw at this point that Rodney Purslow had a rifle pointed in his mouth, and starts
giving him directions to "put it up". During this time, Rodney Purslow drives the car closer to Deputy
Cote, stops and starts to rev the engine. Deputy Cote stated he was focused on Rodney Purslow's hands
and the rifle was now lowered. At this point. Deputy Cote could see Rodney Purslow manipulating the
bolt-action, and then Deputy Cote saw Rodney Purslow's hands coming up with the rifle. With the
information that Deputy Cote had regarding the assault to Gordon Purslow, the threats of suicide by
cop, the lack of verbal or physical response by Rodney Purslow to Deputy Cote's commands, and the
firearm being raised by Rodney Purslow, Deputy Cote believed his life and the life of Gordon Purslow
were at risk, and responded to Rodney Purslow's action by firing his duty weapon eight times through
the windshield of the car; in a matter of two seconds. Deputy Cote continued to give the command for
Rodney Purslow to "put it down", as he moved closer to the car.
After firing his weapon. Deputy Cote alerted other deputies in the area that shots were fired, got
Rodney Purslow out of the car, and immediately requested a medical response for Rodney Purslow.
While waiting for other first responders. Deputy Cote started attempting to give aid until another
deputy arrived. Medics arrived soon after and Rodney Purslow was determined to be deceased. During
the investigation a phone was found in Rodney Purslow's car that had a message sent to a doctor
stating, "You might want to cancel my appointment Friday because I will more than likely be dead by
then, thank you goodbye." This was sent at 11:25 am. While searching the Jetta the shorter barreled .22
caliber rifle Rodney Purslow was holding was found with a round in the chamber.
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Jackson County Medical Examiner, Dr. Olson, performed an autopsy on May19, 2021. He determined
Rodney Purslow's cause of death was multiple gunshot wounds to the thorax and abdomen. A total of
seven gunshot wounds were found.

Oregon State Police Detective Brendan Quirke testified before the Grand Jury about a number of factors
that come into play when an officer is required to use force against an individual. He discussed the
effects of a high stress situation on an officer, specifically regarding the physiological response that
happens to a person and the way it effects perception and reaction times. His testimony also addressed
the use of force spectrum available to an officer when deciding how to react to a given situation, and
specifically Deputy Cote's response to the situation he was presented with on May 18**^.
Conclusion:

Our protocols require that a grand jury make the determination as to whether the officer's use of deadly
physical force was Justified under Oregon Law. The grand jury deliberated for approximately twenty-five
minutes before announcing their decision that the action of the involved officer in this case was fully
justified and in compliance with Oregon Law. This case was presented to the grand jury by Chief Deputy
District Attorney Jeremy Markiewicz.
Additional Information:

Requests for the body camera video should be made to the Jackson County Sheriffs Office, who is the
custodian of that record.

The grand jury proceedings in this case were recorded in accordance to ORS 132.260. Pursuant to ORS
132.270, the Jackson County District Attorney's Office will file a motion and request the court authorize
the release of the grand jury transcript for public review. If the release is granted, the transcript will be
released after review by District Attorney Heckert.
Contact Information:

Chief Deputy District Attorney Jeremy Markiewicz
541-734-3934

markieia (5)iacksoncountv.org
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